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Appendix 2 
 

London Assembly (Mayor’s Question Time) Meeting – 23 February 2011 
 

Final Draft Consolidated Budget – Transcript of Question and Answer Session with 
the Mayor 

 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Your final budget states, ‚At a time when police forces around England 
are reducing uniformed officer numbers, the Mayor is going in the opposite direction‛.  But do 
you think the public would be astonished to learn that in fact, compared to last year’s budget, 
your budget for this year actually assumes a net loss of 581 police officers, a net loss of 790 
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs), a net loss of 210 traffic wardens and 212 police 
staff?  Because what you have done is played with figures and you have actually compared this 
year’s budget with some figures that happened earlier this year that are not representative; that 
are actually being kept artificially low.  So you used two sets of figures that were not like for 
like. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  No, I mean -- 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Compared with your last budget there is actually a reduction in police 
officers, police staff. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What is certainly true is that if you look at what we have 
been doing, if you look at the graph of overall police staff and police officers - and it is certainly 
true that we have been making savings in the overall number of police staff - we have been 
increasing the number of warranted police officers.  As I say, and it cannot be repeated too 
often, if you look at the figures in 2012 and you compare them to 2008 there is a net increase 
of about 1,000 warranted police officers, and I think, in the face of an incredibly difficult 
financial crisis, precipitated by the policies that the Honourable Lady supported, it is actually 
very remarkable that we are able to increase police numbers. 
 
On the point about traffic wardens, which you mentioned Jenny, yes it is true that there is a 
discussion underway about the future of a couple of hundred traffic wardens, but many of those 
will be deployed as PSCOs or designated detention officers or in other functions.  On PSCOs, 
which I know you are about to raise, we are confident that we can go ahead with our reforms, 
increasing the number of warranted officers, putting an extra 413 officers on the transport 
system, another 70 in schools without -- 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Mr Mayor, you have avoided answering my question. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- without any redundancies in PCSOs. 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  My question is your claim --  
 
Dee Doocey (Chair): Mr Mayor, can I just remind you that particularly -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What was the question?  What was the question? 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Can I just remind you that particularly the smaller Groups have a very 
limited amount of time and if you could just address the question that would be much 
appreciated. 
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Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What was the question? 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Quiet please. 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  That is not fair to any -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  The question was something like, ‚Would Londoners be 
astonished‛, or some blah blah blah blah fishcakes. There was no question there at all.  It was a 
morass.  
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Do you think, Mr Mayor, you should show some more respect to the 
Assembly and its questions? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  As I say, I did my very best to answer several points in 
your question as I understand them.  I could not detect a solid question. 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Then I will ask it again, much more simply, OK.  In claiming that you have 
more officers, that we will have a bigger police force this year than in last year’s budget, you 
used figures that were not like for like.  You found some figures that were artificially low and 
you used them to compare the new figures with. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  No.  As I said, the key point is that we have been able, 
through economies in the MPA budget -- 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  What can I do?  He is not answering. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- and in adroit usage of the London Fire and 
Emergency Planning Authority (LFEPA) reserve, which is very sensible in the current 
circumstances, we have been able to put more frontline officers out there where people want to 
see them. 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  He is not answering my question.  What can I do if he does not answer -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  No I think he is answering your question. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I think that is a very considerable achievement. 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  You did not answer my questions because you did not refer to the specific 
point I made about the figures you have used: that you used artificially low figures compared 
with this year’s budget.  That is fudge and flannel, Mr Mayor. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I am afraid I do not know which figures -- 
 
Jenny Jones (AM):  Thank you. That is my questions over. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  The next Group to lead off is Labour, and I understand John Biggs is 
leading on behalf of Labour.  You have one question and two supplementary questions. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  That is very kind of you, Chair.  To you, through the Chair, Mr Mayor: do 
you think that Ken Livingstone’s, your predecessor’s, final budget for London was a good 
budget for London or do you stand by your previous position -- 
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Several Members:  That is out of order. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  -- that it was wasteful -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I am terribly sorry. I was dealing with a procedural matter and I did not 
hear the question. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  You can be forgiven for not listening to John’s question; 
I will tell you what it was.  He was asking my views on the budget of the last Mayor. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  That is out of order. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  If you rule that in order then I am happy to answer it. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  No, Mr Mayor, sorry, if that was the question - and I do apologise to the 
Assembly because I really was dealing with a procedural matter and I did not hear, genuinely - if 
that was your question John, that is out of order, so can you ask another question please. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  I can only ask the question that I am ready to ask which is about this year’s 
budget, Chair -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Ask about this year’s budget by all means. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  -- and I do not want you to waste my time by getting the clock ticking 
when I am asking a perfectly valid question, Chair.  The question is this: do you think that your 
predecessor, Ken Livingstone’s, final budget was a good budget for London given that it is the 
foundation on which you can make a claim that there will be more uniformed police officers at 
the end of your term than there were at the beginning on the grounds that you have been 
slashing their budgets year on year? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I look to you Dee for guidance as to whether you think 
that pseudo-question is in order. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I am advised that that is in order so please answer. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What I think John is trying to get at is a question about 
the budget set by the last Mayor.  I think the budget set by the last Mayor was riddled with 
incredible waste and it was our job to set about a root and branch reform of the system of 
spending in this authority - and John sat on the board of the LDA at a time when it presided 
over gross mismanagement of public funds.  If you ask me of whether I approve of the last 
Mayor’s budget, no I do not.  By the way, nor do I approve of the raising of the Council Tax by 
153% which went on under the budget of the last Mayor.  Nor do I approve of the raising of 
fares by 10% year after year. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  OK, so I move onto my supplementary then, Chair. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What I will say -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  He is not answering the question. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- because there was a nugget, a crouton of substance 
that floated to the surface of the minestrone of nonsense from the Member -- 
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John Biggs (AM):  This is -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What I will say is that thanks to -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  Chair -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Can I answer the question? 
 
John Biggs (AM):  This is quite a serious matter.  We are asking the Mayor about how he is 
going to spend almost £14 billion of people’s money and he is coming out with his trivial, jokey 
nonsense. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Then you have to ask serious and sensible questions. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is an abuse of Londoner’s trust in the Mayoralty for him to answer in that 
way. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I think there are faults on both sides. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is disgraceful. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  John, you asked a very open question and the Mayor is therefore giving 
you a very open answer.  So far so good.  I do think, Mr Mayor, that you ought to be a little less 
flippant - that is just my observation - and John, will you now continue please. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  The foundation of my question, as you perfectly well know, is that the only 
grounds on which you can claim that there might be more uniformed officers at the end of your 
four year term is that the first budget was the one you inherited from your predecessor which 
facilitated over 1,000 additional police officers. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Absolute nonsense. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  I am still asking the question. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well can I just say, absolute nonsense. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  I am still asking the question and the question for you then is this: you are 
now boasting that you have put £41.9 million extra into policing out of taxpayers’ money to 
help preserve numbers; do you feel comfortable given that half of that is simply restoring a cut 
that you took in your previous two budgets? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Look I think you -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  That is the question.  Can you answer the question?  That is what you are 
here to do. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  My answer to you, John, if you will allow me, is that the 
budget of the last Mayor which you started on -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  We have moved on from that. 
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Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- was in my view grossly wasteful.  We were able to 
hack back a lot of completely pointless spending and direct resources where Londoners want to 
see them spent.  I think that you have been, if I may say so, wrong-footed by the ability of the 
MPA and Kit Malthouse [Deputy Chair for Policing] and others, to redirect funds into the front 
line and to get more police out there where the public want to see them.  I know that you are 
obliged if you possibly can to credit this achievement to the last Mayor.  It is absolutely 
stupefying that three years on you think it credible that we have been able to put more police 
officers out on the street at the end of 2012 thanks to a budget, a wasteful and profligate 
budget, set by the last Mayor, but if you want to continue in that delusion then I think that you 
are - well I will not say you are an apple short of a picnic - but I do think that you need to go 
away and look again at your argument. 
 
Through serious reforms of the police budgets and by wise manipulation of the LFEPA reserves, 
we are able to get more police officers out on the street now and indeed in 2012 than there 
were when I was elected.  I think that is very, very important.  By the way, just to go back to the 
point that I think Jenny was making -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  No, you are answering a question from John. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well I will make it anyway.  Insofar as this year’s headline 
figure is 33,000 that represents police established but it does not represent the actual number 
of police out there on the street. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  You have to be fair.  You are answering John’s question in the Labour 
Group’s time, so you cannot go backwards and forwards and deal with other questions. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I think it would be greatly to the advantage of John to 
know this, and indeed it is important for Londoners to understand that in spite of the real 
financial difficulty that we have been placed under, thanks by the way to a fiscal crisis caused 
entirely by the hopeless policies that they supported - let us get that point across - in spite of 
the very difficult financial circumstances we found ourselves in, we are able -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  The fiscal crisis, Chair -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- to increase spending on police. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  This is a waste of our time Chair. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Not only that, the acid test of our success -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  The fiscal crisis was caused by -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- is that we have been able to continue to drive down 
crime in the face of one of the most severe recessions in the last 50 years.  For that achievement 
I pay tribute to the Metropolitan Police Service and everybody in the MPA. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Now listen very carefully, I will say this only once: do not speak over 
each other all the time because it is very difficult for anyone who is trying to follow this 
remotely to be able to understand what is going on.  You just cannot hear.  Please, one 
question and then one answer.  John, you have another supplementary question. 
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John Biggs (AM):  I think we know that Londoners find Boris Johnson quite charming, but I 
think they will also recognise that he is incapable of answering questions. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Your question, John? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What is your question? 
 
John Biggs (AM):  The problem is that the previous Mayor was very clear that there is an 
opportunity cost, which is, if you do not collect people’s taxes you will not be able to spend 
them on services.  I think frankly you should be ashamed of the duplicitous dishonesty -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  That is not a question, John. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  OK, right, let us go to the nub of the question, which is that in your 
Evening Standard article on 10 February this year, it was written very cleverly so it does not 
actually tell a mistruth, but it creates the impression that more is less, by which I mean, police 
numbers are going down by over 1,000 this year -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I think you mean less is more. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  -- and were it not for the fact that you have unfrozen recruitment in the 
eleventh month, it is a bit like this, as an example, Mayor: if you were to starve someone for 23 
hours of the day and then give them a beef steak at three minutes to midnight, you could then 
argue at the end of the day that they were getting food into their belly, but reality is that you 
have been overseeing a reduction in police officer numbers this year and that is not being 
reversed by your unfreezing of recruitment.  Is that not the case? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Just to go back on what I take to be the substance of 
your point which is you think that we somehow froze -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is offensive Chair, for this man to -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  John, you have had your question; now the Mayor. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I do not think I should have to sit here and listen to this 
sort of gibbering. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is just outrageous.  This is outrageous.  You should be ashamed of 
yourself. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Can I just try and get to the point rather than him 
endlessly interrupting and barracking when I try to answer his, what I take to be, question. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Actually, you are both as bad as each other, Mr Mayor, so I have little 
sympathy. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I do not agree.   
 
John Biggs (AM):  You are a shameful disgrace, you are. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Right can you just answer the question please and John -- 
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John Biggs (AM):  Disgraceful Mayor. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  -- can you please stop talking over the Mayor.  He is now answering his 
question. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  You disgraceful, lazy, man.  You do not do your job properly. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I will name you if you continue, John. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  You cannot be bothered.  You cannot be bothered to research your time 
for Mayor’s Question Time -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Stop, that is out of order -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  You then fluff your way through answering questions -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  John, I am telling you -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  -- you abuse the good trust of Londoners which has been placed in you.  It 
is disgraceful. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Actually -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Right, you are on a last warning, John. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is disgraceful. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  You are on a last warning.  If you continue to interrupt I will name you 
and have you removed from the Chamber.  Mr Mayor, will you please answer the question. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  This man is disgraceful, Chair. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I can appreciate the anger of the Labour Party 
because -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Answer the question please. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- they have been I think confounded in their 
expectation that we were going to cut police numbers.  As I said, by intelligent reform of the 
MPA budgets and by using the reserves that are available to us from LFEPA we have been able 
to increase police numbers this year and next year, and I think that is a very, very important 
thing to do. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  That is completely untrue.  That is a lie. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I might point out, I know that there are complaints 
about -- 
 
John Biggs (AM):  That is a bare faced lie, Chair. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Excuse me. 
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John Biggs (AM):  That is a bare faced lie, Chair. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  John, I am sorry, I warned you. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  It is a lie. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I am now going to suggest to the Assembly that the Member be not 
heard.  I need to put that to the vote.  Can I see those in favour of John Biggs not being heard, 
please show? 
 
Ed Williams (Head of Committee and Member Services):  15 votes, Chair. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Those against? 
 
Ed Williams (Head of Committee and Member Services):  Seven against. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  What does it mean though? 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  I think that means you need to leave the Chamber, or not be heard.  
Certainly not be heard. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  Is that right. I think the Mayor should leave the Chamber. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Right, John, please do not make it any worse.  I do not want to do this.  
I really do not want to during a meeting where we are discussing the Mayor’s budget but I will 
have no hesitation in abandoning the meeting if this continues.  I will not have a meeting where 
we are not going to get through the business.  Now, Mr Mayor, can I ask you also to show 
restraint.  Can you answer the question please?  Do not look innocent, just show restraint. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well as I have now said repeatedly, Dee, and with great 
respect to you and to all Labour Members, what we have been able to do is increase spending 
on the police last year by 33 million and we are able to continue the expansion of police 
numbers over and above the establishment when I came in.  If you remember it was about 
31,000-something when I came in, it is going to 32,198 or so in 2012, at the end of this 
Mayoral term.  As I say, that is a very, very considerable achievement.  I know that it is politically 
confusing for the Labour Party but it is the reality and it reflects the ability of this 
administration to put spending where people want to see it and getting officers out there on 
the front line where people want to see them.  John, I know you cannot be heard but you can 
be seen, and I hope you understand that problem. 
 
John Biggs (AM):  No, apparently I cannot be seen either. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  That is what people want to see.  The acid test of the 
success of this policy is that we are continuing to drive down crime.  You will have seen that this 
week we were able to announce that crime on public transport has fallen to a six year low.  That 
is very, very important for our city. 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  In your budget you state, in the revised budget, that you are 
streamlining the management of some of the capital’s smaller and quieter wards, but in reality 
we know from questions we have asked of the Police Authority that this means removing 100 
sergeants from Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNT).  These are not bureaucrats sitting in offices 
as I think you implied last time.  These are police officers who do patrol the streets as well as 
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managing the teams locally.  The thing that gets me is the Metropolitan Police Service have yet 
to finish their review of SNTs and what an effective SNT should looks like, so how on earth do 
you think this decision can be justified? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I understand, Caroline, the point that you are making.  
We think that there is scope for capable sergeants to have oversight of more than one SNT and 
that is the way that we are going to allow things to go.  We think therefore that those reforms 
are sensible.  I have always said, the key thing is we are going to keep SNTs in every one of 
London’s wards.  I think they are a fantastic thing and they are vital to the sense of security that 
we want to continue to improve in the city, but you can manage them differently.  What I have 
said to you repeatedly is that I am not going to impose a cookie cutter template from City Hall 
on all SNTs. 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  You have said ‚we think‛ that sergeants should manage more than 
one ward.  I am not sure who the ‚we‛ actually is.  At the MPA last week the Metropolitan 
Police Service were clear that no decisions have been made, yet clearly your budget shows 
decisions have been made.  If the review comes out and says, ‚Actually we want to keep 100 
sergeants‛, that means you are going to have to cut officers elsewhere in territorial policing.  
Does it not show that it is a bit short-sighted?  You should not be budgeting for these cuts.  
You need to look at the review and then make a decision on how SNTs should be shaped in the 
future. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Clearly this decision, this budgetary decision has been 
taken on the basis of prolonged consultations with the Metropolitan Police Service about the 
way they see things going and the potential that they see for allowing experienced officers to 
have oversight over more than one SNT.  So this has not emerged from nowhere, this idea.  This 
is something that we are developing pari passu1 with the Met and I should be very surprised 
frankly if, at the end of the day and the end of the process that you describe, if they come to a 
very different conclusion. 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  OK, but the review obviously is still ongoing, but I am quite interested 
that you talk about discussions with the Metropolitan Police Service and so on.  Do you see the 
shape of SNTs as a decision for you, as Mayor, or the MPA?  Or do you see this as a 
Metropolitan Police Service operational decision?  Because it is clear -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  It is a very good question. 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  -- the Metropolitan Police Service see it as their decision and you see 
it as yours.  Who is actually ultimately in charge of how many officers we have in SNTs? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  It is a very good question but I think I have given plenty 
of guidance already from here about how I see this going.  I think it is pretty obvious to 
everybody in London that we want an SNT in every ward; that is the political imperative; that is 
what people want to see. 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  You are saying the buck stops with you, is that what you are saying?  
The buck stops with you? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I believe that that is a political matter, I do, yes. 
 

                                                 
1 Pari passu. A Latin phrase that literally means "equal footstep" or "equal footing‛. 
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Caroline Pigeon (AM):  So if 100 sergeants go it is down to you? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well, as I say, what I also think is that there is scope to 
have discussions between ourselves and the Metropolitan Police Service about how you can 
maximise the time and the skills of some experienced officers -- 
 
Caroline Pigeon (AM):  Thank you, OK. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- and if a sergeant can manage more than one SNT, as 
has been repeatedly proposed to us, then that seems to me to be potentially an acceptable way 
forward. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  OK, thank you very much. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  In no way does that mean that we are not committed to 
a SNT in every ward. 
 
Gareth Bacon:  Mr Mayor, I think the debate over police numbers, amusing as it is from this 
side, is because you have shot the fox of the Labour Party and the scaremongering they want to 
put in place for their forthcoming election campaign next year.  Now that they are sort of killed 
in terms of police numbers I think they are trying to start other scaremongering stories.  At the 
regressive London conference last week I gather the leader of one of the London boroughs 
claimed that you have a secret agenda to abolish the Freedom Pass which is scaremongering 
story we have heard many times before.  Can you confirm that there is no truth whatsoever in 
that story? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I am amazed.  Did they really say that? 
 
Gareth Bacon:  Yes. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  It is incredible.  It just shows the complete paucity of 
their agenda.  What have they got to say about life?  It is unbelievable.  No, absolutely not.  The 
Freedom Pass is 100% guaranteed with us; 1000% guaranteed.  Indeed, I would point out that 
it was this administration, supported by you Gareth - many thanks - that introduced the 24 hour 
Freedom Pass that has proved so valuable to many older people who need to make doctor’s 
appointments or indeed go to work or whatever it happens to be. 
 
Gareth Bacon:  So the future of the Freedom Pass in the extended form that you introduced is 
absolutely certain and this budget guarantees it? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  It is absolutely certain.  Any suggestion otherwise - I 
cannot speak for any future Labour Mayor. 
 
Gareth Bacon:  Indeed. Thank you Mr Mayor. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  In 2030. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Mayor, in your final budget you say that following the Assembly’s 
motion the 101 telephone number project is now under review.  If that review concludes that it 
is no longer needed and that it is not the best use of the money, will you transfer the 
£6.1 million funding to the RE:NEW project for home insulation - where you are looking at 
seriously being off target - with only 50,000 out of 200,000 homes being done by the deadline. 
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Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  As I said to you last time, Darren, I am confident that the 
retrofitting, the homes RE:NEW programme will accelerate and that we will see much more 
progress there.  As to the 101 project, all I really want to say at this stage is that I think it is a 
good project.  It is in principle a very good idea that Londoners should have a single portal, a 
single way through, a single way of communicating with ‚them‛, as they think of us.  
Communicating with ‚them‛, get ‚them‛ to do something that should be a simpler way of doing 
it.  The modalities, how we actually deliver that, are a question that is currently under review. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  OK, you said the project is under review.  If that review concludes that 
is not a good use of funding, will you consider putting that money into the RE:NEW 
programme? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I will of course consider any submissions you make about 
where we put all our funds, and indeed I am happy to enter into a reasonable dialogue with all 
of you about that kind of thing. 
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  Mr Mayor, I wonder if I could ask you one or two questions about 
transport.  I do not know whether you have seen the alternative suggestions made by the other 
parties - changes to your excellent budget.  One though that does concern me is that the 
Labour Party appear to be suggesting that fares across London should be held down, which 
would cost £24 million. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  They are being held down. 
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  But they are actually planning to take a further reduction and this 
would cost an extra £24 million.  Do you believe that this is just a return to the old gimmick of 
fare reductions, which was something certainly employed by your predecessor?  What would be 
your calculation of the effect this would have on the TfL budget and is this not just part of the 
same sort of -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Same old nonsense. 
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  -- crazy economics which the last Labour Government followed in this 
country. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Of course you could go down that kind of route.  What 
you could do is do what the last administration did, supported by all of these guys, is you come 
in in 2000 or 2004 and you say, ‚Oh gosh, here we are, bit of honeymoon, whack the fares up‛, 
and that is what they did.  I think it went up 10% for three years in a row, overall I think 12.9% 
in at least a couple of those years.  Then of course when you get into the election, suddenly, 
‚Oops, I know what, let’s put the brakes on, let’s try and fool everybody by having some sort of 
fare reduction or fare freeze‛.  Again, that puts TfL in a very difficult financial position because 
suddenly you have a black hole and a great deal of uncertainty in your financing.  I will not do 
that.  What we will do is have certainty and stability and consistency.  Fares in London, do not 
forget, bus fares in London are still overall far cheaper than most other comparable cities in this 
country and I think they represent exceptional value.  If we were to pursue the line that you 
have outlined we would I think seriously jeopardise our ability to deliver important infrastructure 
improvements for London: Crossrail, the Tube upgrades and other things. 
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  One suggestion that has quite often been made by the Labour Party 
here and actually by other parties, is that by removing the western extension of the congestion 
charge zone, which you did of course with full approval of the people of the area affected, that 
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you had allegedly lost revenue of I think about £50 million.  Sometimes we do hear extra 
estimates above that figure coming from your opponents.  What is the true figure?  I have asked 
Peter Hendy of TfL in the past to give us the figure, but it does appear from some of the 
statistics we get, some of the figures from TfL, that actually they know it is less than 
£50 million.  Do you actually yet have an accurate figure so that we are not in any doubt as we 
go over the next year running up to the 2012 election. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well, Dick, you are asking me to differentiate myself 
from TfL and the figures I am provided with by TfL.  As far as I know the figure is £55 million.  I 
do not have any reason to dispute that figure but since you urge me I will make sure we go back 
and check and double check that that indeed is the reality. 
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  Well there is in fact in some of the figures £47 million is quoted as a 
possible shortfall in the revenue that you were supposed to get from that.  I think we really need 
to have some accurate figures. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I think if the congestion charge were to be restored in 
West London by another administration it would be very interesting to see how much extra 
revenue that brought in, but as I say, I do not foresee that eventuality.   
 
Richard Tracey (AM):  The last one: can I ask you about some desire, I think from the Green 
Party, to impose a 20 mile an hour speed limit across all the boroughs of London.  Is it not a fact 
actually that if vehicles were travelling at only 20mph it would increase pollution rather than 
reducing pollution across London? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Actually on 20mph limits there is a bit of sympathy I 
have on a purely localist basis, Brian [Coleman], with what the Greens say.  If local people want 
and elect councillors who actually are in favour of 20mph zones in particular areas then I am not 
going to sit here in City Hall and tell those councillors and those local people that they are 
wrong.  What I am also not going to do is I am not going to impose 20mph limits on the whole 
of London.  We are at last starting to see an increase in average speeds in London, inching up to 
not quite supersonic levels of 9.4mph.  We are starting to see some real wins now on reducing 
roadworks, smoothing traffic flow - I want to see that process continue. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  I want to ask about policing and just follow some of the issues that 
Caroline picked up earlier.  I think we on this side believe that cutting the number of sergeants 
by half over the next two years is a folly because they are local leaders for their teams.  Have 
you had time to reflect on that at all and come to a different conclusion? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Yes, and I am grateful to you, Joanne, for the way you 
make your suggestion.  We have looked at this issue.  I still think that there is great merit in 
proceeding with a reform that allows experienced officers to have a bit more responsibility in the 
running of SNTs.  Insofar as that is the way the police service themselves are keen to go - I do 
not want to stand in their way here in City Hall - so I am keen to do that, but let me emphasise 
again and again, this in no way undermines our 100%, 1000% percent commitment to having a 
SNT in every ward. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  On that question about a SNT in every ward, 630 wards, are you 
committed to keeping two police officers and three PCSOs -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Yes. 
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Joanne McCartney (AM):  -- in every single ward? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well, yes, and indeed in some wards there will of course 
be more than that. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  So the minimum anyone can expect is a team of five made up of 
two PCs and three PCSOs? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  That is my intention. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  Can I ask you then, because I asked you that same question in 
February last year, almost exactly one year ago.  You said, and I am quoting you directly: 
 

‚I will leave it to the Commissioner to give an opinion about whether he thinks that 
particular model should be sacrosanct and engraved in stone.‛ 
 

You went on to say: 
 
‚I think people will recognise that the operational decision about exactly in what 
proportions and what kind of pyramidical structure to deploy SNTs will be a matter for 
the Commissioner and borough commanders.  I have no intention of imposing a one size 
fits all.  I think that would be a pointless piece of ‘top downery’ of a kind Londoners 
would not wish to see.‛ 

 
What has now changed apart from it being an election year? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well as I said there has been a discussion going on 
between us and the police service about the shape of the SNTs, and one of things that has been 
put to us which seems to me to be sensible is that you could look at the geometry of the 
sergeant’s role and you might be able to vary it and give sergeants more discretion in the 
management of SNTs. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  Can I just come back to this point: is it you that is directing the 
police as to what they have in each ward or not? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  No.  I think I have been pretty clear this morning about 
the priority I attach to having a SNT in every ward.  That is something that you can say is an 
operational matter.  I happen to think that it is a political question of something that people 
want to see and it is something that I am determined to preserve and protect, so there is a 
strong political dimension to it.  It may be that in discussions with the police you can work out 
different tunes, you can work out different ways of using the sergeants and that is where we 
have got in our discussions so far. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  So can I ask: do you actually believe this is an operational matter 
for the police and, no matter what your political view is, you cannot force them? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What is ‚this‛?  What do you mean by ‚this‛ in that 
sentence? 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  You have just said you believe it is an operational matter, the exact 
makeup of SNTs. 
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Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  No, OK, let me try again. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  You said that to me a year ago which is why you would not commit 
yourself to retaining a model that you now, in an election year, say you want to retain. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  No, well actually, I hesitate to say this but I am being 
completely consistent this February and indeed last February. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  No. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  What I am saying is that there may be scope to vary the 
geometry of the SNTs and that is something that we are willing to discuss with the police and 
that is why we are looking at the role of the sergeants.  It seems to be completely transparent 
that we are in favour of keeping a SNT in every ward but not being completely dogmatic about 
insisting that every SNT in every ward should have a sergeant, when some sergeants might be 
more than capable of administering more than one SNT.  I think I have now said that four times. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  So what happens if, when the Metropolitan Police Service review 
comes back they want to make significant changes, other than the model you have outlined to 
us today? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Well, we have some ham - we would have ham and eggs 
if we had any eggs - we will cross that bridge when we come to it.  Let us see what they 
propose.  I think as it happens, as I said earlier on to, I think, Caroline, highly unlikely that there 
will be a disagreement about the future shape of SNT policing.  I think this is a sensible reform.  
We are able to deliver more front line officers and we are able to do all this - this is the fantastic 
thing - we think without any compulsory redundancies of PCSOs, and I think Londoners 
listening to the figures and seeing what we are achieving and looking at the direction in which 
crime is moving will actually be very pleased that there is a focus in the Metropolitan Police 
Service and in the MPA on reducing back office spending and getting officers out there on the 
frontline. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  The reason I ask is because you are asking us to approve a budget 
today which outlined the shape of Safer Neighbourhood Policing, and your Deputy, Kit 
Malthouse, two weeks ago on the Politics Show, was asked, ‚How can you and the Mayor, as 
you did this week, guarantee that those teams will remain in every ward?‛  He was further 
asked, ‚Isn’t that an operational policing?‛  Your Deputy replied, ‚No it’s not operational 
policing‛.  
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I have just told you that, I have just said that. 
 
Joanne McCartney (AM):  So you do not believe the makeup of SNTs is operational policing?  
This is an important distinction; it is one that we are going to be returning to tomorrow at the 
MPA. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Thank you so much Joanne, thank you.  Well, can I just 
repeat then, I think for the fifth time, the point that I have just made, which is that I think there 
is a political imperative to have a SNT in every ward.  It is something I believe in, I think it is 
something Londoners want.  They want to see numbers kept up and they want to see people 
out there on the streets.  Where I think it is sensible to allow reform is in the exact geometry of 
those SNTs and where it may be that a experienced sergeant can cope, can deal with, can 
administer more than one SNT then we are content to allow that process to happen. 
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Joanne McCartney (AM):  I note I still do not have an answer to that question.  Can I ask, 
have you actually got a grip on this?  Because looking at the reports of what is actually 
happening across London - I can see just looking at the local newspapers over the last two 
weeks - in Barnet it has been announced that each of the 21 wards are set to retain their 
existing teams.  In Croydon it is reported that half the teams could be scrapped.  In Bromley it is 
suggested that the Chief Superintendent for the area has submitted a proposal to the 
Metropolitan Police Service to continue having a sergeant for each of his teams and wants to 
see no change whatsoever.  We see in Merton that it has submitted plans to reduce the number 
of SNTs from 20 to nine.  Would you comment on that? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  All I can say Joanne is what I have said to you. I think I 
will say it now for the sixth time: it is agreed between us and the Metropolitan Police Service 
that we need a SNT in every ward.  We are going to protect numbers of police constables and 
PCSOs in the SNTs.  We do think it is possible that there could be a variation in the system of 
administration by the sergeants.  If I have to say this a seventh time, Dee, I wonder whether you 
might see fit to intervene because I really do not see how I can elucidate this more clearly than I 
already have. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Thank you.  Richard Barnbrook. 
 
Richard Barnbrook (AM):  This is related to the MPA’s inflation budget of £56.6 million 
Mayor.  With inflation at the moment at 4.5% and projected, by those knowledgeable, of going 
to 5%, do you think that is a sufficient amount of money given the fact that this inflation 
budget has run away with itself. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  All I can say, through you, Dee, is that I am confident 
that in spite of the impact of inflation we will have sufficient funds to meet our obligations more 
than meet our obligations in the MPS. 
 
Richard Barnbrook (AM):  If I can come back now with another question, obviously I have 
limited time.  I am quite happy that you have managed to find £8.4 million for rough sleepers.   
What actually are your initiatives and how will that money be spent? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  There are a number of initiatives, particularly to deal 
with entrenched rough sleepers, and we have had a very great deal of success.  I think there is 
probably around about 300 entrenched rough sleepers, or there were when we began.  I think 
about two thirds of them have been helped to find permanent accommodation.  There is of 
course a continual problem of people arriving in the city not having anywhere to sleep and 
sleeping rough, so we have a No Second Night policy as well and we are working hard with all 
the delivery agencies concerned to make sure that we end the scourge of rough sleeping.  I 
think we are having very substantial success.  I think the Government’s decision to give the GLA 
£34 million over four years is a reflection of the priority we have attached in this place to ending 
rough sleeping and the success that Richard Blakeway and others have had in bringing together 
everybody concerned with the problem in London and coordinating their activities. 
 
Richard Barnbrook (AM):  One last comment, very quickly. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  You have 15 seconds, so very quickly. 
 
Richard Barnbrook (AM):  Page 41 relates to principles and this is the London Fire Brigade.  I 
find it a really poor indictment - and I hope you have actually read through this - it indicates 
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that unless we have more ethnic people on the London Fire Brigade then the quality of service 
will be below standard.  Is that saying that the Fire Brigade so far has been dismal and has not 
been able to function simply because it does not have a large enough ethnic minority in that 
Fire Brigade? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I hesitate to correct the Member about his quotation of 
the principles, but what it says is, ‚To ensure high quality services‛, not to allow the services to 
fall below a standard and I think the policy is extremely good. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Thank you, Mr Mayor.  Mike Tuffrey.  
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  In our budget amendment we did not only say you had the wrong call on 
things like cutting the Safer Neighbourhood sergeants and the fares package - which is why we 
will be re-proposing it when we have finished with these questions - we also said that you were 
not -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Really? 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  -- planning ahead for the opportunities that the Government is bringing 
in -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  But you are part of the coalescence! 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  -- in terms of decentralised and new powers.  Now I am sure you are as 
frustrated as anybody at the failure of the Government yet to name the funding arrangements 
for the LDA which clearly constrains some of the actions you can take, but are you satisfied that 
you have put in place - because I do not see any yet - arrangements to take account of the 
opportunities of the assets that are coming over.  There are going to be new powers for tax 
incremental financing; we are going to have borrowing powers; the localisation of the business 
rates is under discussion; there is the Mayoral Development Corporation coming down the track; 
should you not be now planning to take advantage of those opportunities?  You have 
£10 million sitting in reserves in contingency which you are not spending, so why are you not 
doing more in this budget to plan for London’s future opportunities? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Two things: obviously there is a certain amount of 
opacity about future financing beyond 2012-2013 as we have discussed several times already in 
this Chamber.  Secondly, I think a great deal of work has already been done to get City Hall 
ready for the various amalgamations that are proposed.  The absorption of the LDA functions, 
the Homes and Communities Agency, and I pay tribute by the way to the work of Leo Boland in 
all this, because I think in organising the delivery he made a great deal of progress in 
streamlining our work.  I am absolutely confident that we will have more than adequate funds 
and firepower within this body to deal with the extra responsibilities that we are about to 
require.   
 
I would just remind you Mike, and the two points are integrally linked; we will not acquire the 
bulk of these powers until 2012/13 -- 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  Which is why we need to be preparing now. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  -- and I am afraid there is still an absence of clarity 
about the state of the Government’s finances, let alone ours.  If you look at the papers this 
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morning you will see that the Treasury is in receipt of substantial revenues over and above what 
they predicted.  It may be that the financial envelope is very different in 2013 and 2014. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (AM):  If you simply wait until all these things are announced you will not be 
able to take advantage of the opportunities.  I am saying instead of having £10 million sitting in 
contingency, you should be investing now to take advantage of the opportunities that we know 
are coming, because you are not doing it. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Of course, we will do that as and when the moment of 
absorption of those functions comes a little bit nearer. 
 
Steve O’Connell:  I am going to comment and ask you a question around rough sleeping, 
Mr Mayor.  Before I do I think it is bound upon me as someone who, unlike some others, 
legitimately has an interest in Croydon to correct some comments earlier.  It is a political ploy to 
plant stories in papers and then quote them as truths.  As far as I am concerned there was 
never -- 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Your question, Mr O’Connell. 
 
Steve O’Connell:  -- any threat to half the SNTs.  Mr Mayor, rough sleeping.  May I 
congratulate you on securing £34 million from Government.  Would you not agree with me that 
in a civilised leading world city of the 21st century there is no place for rough sleeping. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I agree, Steve, and I would like to thank you and to 
congratulate Croydon Council by the way on everything they do in Croydon to help people who 
are sleeping rough. 
 
Steve O’Connell:  OK, thank you.  I mean on that point Mr Mayor - and I would congratulate 
Richard Blakeway of course for the work that he has done - I know that you will use this money 
wisely, but can I urge you that rough sleeping is not just an issue and a matter for central 
London.  Many of our outer London district centres have vulnerable people who are forced onto 
the streets despite very good councils trying to protect them.  What I urge you to ensure is that 
part of this funding is spent in partnership with outer London boroughs to address the problems 
in their town centres. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Absolutely. 
 
Steve O’Connell:  Thank you Mr Mayor. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Of course we will make sure that the money is 
distributed fairly throughout London where the problem is most acute. 
 
Steve O’Connell:  Indeed, thank you. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  A previous holder of your post is going around London at the moment 
claiming that he can deliver great things for outer London.  Can you tell us how the budget you 
are proposing will help the ‘doughnut’? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  This is a budget for greatly improving transport services 
all over London.  I would remind you that by protecting investment in transport we are able to 
continue with a programme of safety on buses that has I think been hugely popular in parts of 
London that had got used to too many kids being allowed to kick off and I am very pleased that 
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crime on buses has come down across London, in outer London as well.  We will be able to 
introduce improvements in convenience for people using the buses across London from next 
year.  I might as well announce this now - why not.  I always assume that I am able to announce 
whatever I know, I am going to announce it: from next year on the buses you will not only be 
able to use your Oyster card, you will be able to use your plastic.  So when you swipe on you will 
be able to swipe on, if you have a charge card, a plastic Visa card, you will be able to use your 
Visa card instead of your Oyster card.  Indeed we have Oysterised the Overground rail service 
and we are able to keep up investment in such programmes as the Croydon Tramlink and we are 
going to be making an announcement about that in due course. 
 
There is going to be a great deal in this budget for outer London in the improvement of parks, 
in the planting of trees and in all sorts of amenities that the outer boroughs need. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Yes I am pleased to hear that you mentioned transport there because that 
is a key need certainly for my residents in Havering and Redbridge.  I do not know if you have 
had the opportunity yet to take a look at some of the amendments tabled this morning.  For 
example, this Liberal Democrat coalitionist amendment which in some ways is not as coalitionist 
as it could be, because they want to delay the rollout of Cycle Superhighways to outer London, 
including Cycle Superhighway Route 2 -- 
 
Brian Coleman (AM):  I am not voting for that. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  -- which is intended to go - do not worry, it is not intended to go to 
Barnet, Brian - it is going to go from Aldgate to Bow.  It was originally intended to go further to 
Ilford and it is being blocked at the moment by Newham Council.  Will you reject suggestions 
that you should delay the rollout of this route and in fact make your best efforts to -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I am amazed.  Are they really trying to block the Cycle 
Superhighway? 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  -- have it pass through, under or over Newham so my residents in Ilford 
can benefit from the cycle revolution in London too? 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  I am very disappointed the Liberal Democrats are 
opposing improvements to cycling in London.  In fact I am amazed that they have taken this 
line.  I do not think that is right.  I think the Cycle Superhighways actually are a great benefit, 
rather an unsung benefit by comparison with the Cycle Hire Scheme.  Everybody goes on and on 
about the Cycle Hire Scheme, actually the Cycle Superhighways are doing a great deal also to 
encourage cycling.  On some of the routes you are seeing an increase of 100% in the usage of 
the routes.  In many cases, in think 34% of route users of the Cycle Superhighways are people 
who have not regularly cycled before in London so it achieving its objective of getting new 
cyclists onto the roads.  So I am very pleased with that and I am determined to continue with 
the programme. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Green colleagues today are suggesting a return to the Western Extension 
Zone.  I understand that some -- 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Surely they are all suggesting it, are they not? 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Not in their budgets, but I understand that unofficially some of the 
Labour people have suggested that as well. 
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Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Oh, I see.  Oh they are not in favour of restoring it, or 
are they? 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Could you just assure us that you will not restore it and what is more, you 
will not actually see extra congestion charge zones introduced elsewhere in London because 
that has always been a big concern that people have in my part of town. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Right, well I would of thought that if they are going to 
attack me for removing it then consistently they should propose to restore it.  I am amazed that 
they are not proposing to restore it. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  They are.  No, we are. 
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Oh I see.  Well as I have said before, this was something 
that was imposed undemocratically, it was not approved by the people of London.  They were 
consulted upon it, they said no and the thing was then whacked in anyway.  I do not think that 
was the right way round, I think it undermines people’s confidence in government.  We 
consulted, we got a very clear view that the people of London did not want it, we removed it 
and we will not be restoring it.   
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Mr Mayor, on the £34 million that has been given to you on rough sleepers, 
can you confirm that the Conservative-led Government cut that money before they passed it 
onto you?  Can you also give an assurance that this money is not going to be used in supporting 
the cuts that are being made at local government level?  I think 12 rough sleepers hostels are 
being closed in Hammersmith and Fulham - Conservative-led - and I think also hostels are being 
closed in Westminster as well.  I heard the Member from outer London talking about the need 
for rough sleeping to be addressed and I think it was a point well made.  This money is likely to 
replace some of the cuts being made by your Conservative colleagues, both in local government 
as well as on top of central Government.  
 
Boris Johnson (Mayor of London):  Thanks, Len.  My understanding is that actually that is 
not quite right and that this represents an increase in spending on rough sleeping of about 
£1 million a year.  So to that extent I think it is the right way forward and as I said, it is a great 
vote of confidence in City Hall and the leadership that we have taken on this issue that the 
Government wants to support our coordination and organisation of initiatives to end rough 
sleeping.  Of course I listened to what you said about what is happening in Hammersmith and 
Fulham and I am sure that Rick [Blakeway] and others will be taking that up and we will seeing 
what we can do to help out. 
 
Dee Doocey (Chair):  Thank you.  That concludes this section of the meeting so thank you 
very much for your attendance, Mr Mayor. 


